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GOALS

● Reduce power consumption
– Register file is highly active, uses a lot of power
– Disabled unused banks of registers
– Reduced register pressure by releasing registers 

early
● Maintain Performance

– Performance is still primary goal in superscalar
– 0.3% increase in IPC with their scheme when 

using a register file with 14 banks of 8 registers.
● Preserve Correctness

– checkpointed register file maintained correctness 
through interrupts and exceptions.



Key Points

● Single-use registers released after read
– Previous solutions released once redefining 

instruction was issued
● No optimization for multi-use registers

– Harder to optimize, less common
● Maintained correctness

– Other compiler assisted schemes were unable to 
restore state when interrupted

● Compiler and Hardware modifications
● No changes to ISA other than NOOP
● Minimal overhead in hardware



Tools

● Compiler Analysis
– Machine SUIF from Harvard

● Can't compile C++
● Can't compile Fortran 90 or language extensions

● Processor Simulation
– “Wattch: A framework for architectural-level 

power analysis and optimizations.”
● Based on SimpleScalar
● Couldn't be used to estimate power consumption of 

complex hardware schemes (Monreal)



Example

At step c.4, checkpointing is still copying p3 to shadow bitcells



Identifying Single Use Registers 
(Compile Time)

● Pre-Linked Assembler Code
● Data Dependency Graph (DDG)
● Control Flow Graph (CFG)

– Each node an instruction
● Physical to Virtual renaming

– Registers renamed to distinguish between 
multiple uses of same physical register

● Examine live-in set
– For each use of a register

● Single use if register not in live-in set of any of its 
successors

● Multi use otherwise



Allocating single use registers 
(Compile Time)

● After single (S) and multi (M) 
use determined, interference 
graph is assembled

● Uses standard graph colouring
● Registers with highest degree 

allocated first
● Registers allocated from 

opposite ends
● If there is overlap, the register 

is designated multi-use
● Multi use max determines 

number of single use registers
● At least 5 single-use registers 

available in all benchmarks



Microarchitecture

● Simulated out of order superscalar processor
● Checkpointed Register File

– Presented in Ergin Paper
– Shadow bitcells plus checkpointed bit

● 250mV for 98% power savings
● 19.4% additional area for register file
● 0.5% delay overhead

● 14 banks of 8 registers
– Banks disabled when registers and shadow 

bitcells empty



Hardware Cont.

● Additional Bits
– Reorder Buffer

● early release bit
● did early release bit

– Register Dispatch Map Table
● early release bit

– Register Retirement Map Table
● checkpointed bit



Processor Configuration



Normal Behavior



Exceptional Behavior

● Misprediction
– Instructions that caused early release may be 

squashed
●  did_early_release bit used to determine which 

registers need to be restored from shadow bitcells.
● Interrupt/Exception

– Valid values must be in registers before handler 
is called

● checkpointed flag is consulted to determine which 
registers to restore

● If register is occupied by another value, then a mov is 
performed before the restore

● Once registers are restored, control is passed to 
handler.



Competing Schemes

● Hardware Based
– Ergin et al (2004)

● Registers released when
– All users have read the value and
– Definer commits or Redefiner issues

– Monreal et al (2002)
● Registers released when

– Last user commits or
– Redefining instruction becomes non speculative

● Software Based
– Martin et al (1997)

● Explicit and Implicit dead value information (DVI)
– E-DVI instructions inserted prior to procedure calls
– Caller saved registers released by convention upon commit 

of call and return (I-DVI)



Results

● Benchmarks
– Spec 2000 Integer
– Skipped eon and floating point benchmarks 

because of SUIF limitations
● 28% average reduction in register occupancy 

– compared to 8% for Ergin (2004), 4% for 
Monreal (2002), and 11% for Martin (1997).

● 18% average power savings in register file
● Reduction is within 80% of optimal 

performance determined by hardware oracle



Register Occupancy



Results Cont.

● Power not calculated for competitors
– Complexity of additional processor structures
– Author's scheme advantageous even when not 

considering additional hardware costs of 
previous work

● Scheme showed large performance benefits 
with small register file sizes.
– Not emphasized by authors because...

● No motivation for a small register file given the 
complexity of other structures in the modern 
superscalar processor?



Thoughts

● Interferes with other power saving schemes
– rearranging registers to reduce bit transitions

● Use counter instead of single-use flag
– 0 = multi-use, 1-7 = bounded-use?

● Would reduce competition between multi-use and 
single-use

● Would increase space overhead of scheme
● Depends on multi-use registers usually being used 

only a few times



Unclear

● Why only 80% of optimal given by oracle?
– Oracle included multi-use registers?
– Single-use registers treated as multi-use?

● How are register banks disabled/reenabled?
– Does this affect performance?
– Do they need to do anything special to cluster 

register uses within single banks?
● always allocating from the end takes care of this?
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